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"You think after all this time, somebody come pick up
this trash? "

[Dizzy Dustin (Andy Cooper):]
I keep it fresh without the aqua
Wrigley's or binaca?
Reserve is full of germs so conserve your agua
When the well runs dry, my flow's the H20
Admitting paying patients like your HMO
My folder contain raps colder than polar caps
With the dig 'em smack to make you grow your motors
back
Focus on the locus they bite like they're teething
I rely on malathions to stop all of their feeding
They're eating what's in sight and at night they turn to
looters
So I booby trap intruders like my name was Ferris
Bueller
+On A Day Off+ (What) I avoid to killjoy those who ruin
what I'm doing
Want beef but get soy
Now don't think we can't handle our own
With two turntables and two microphones
The words I say can break your vertebrate (Uh-huh)
So don't try to (What?) lead me to the bayou
Cause that can buy you a plate of gator souffl?
And by the way there's a two for one special today
Like a jheri curl I activate from state to state we're
here! 

[Chorus:]
Now if you feel a good vibe in the atmosphere relax
your ear (We're here! )
And when the people come flocking from far and near
and start to cheer
(We're here! )
(I said) If you feel a good vibe in the atmosphere relax
your ear (We're
Here! )
And when the people come flocking from far and near
and start to cheer
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(We're here! )

[Andy Cooper:]
(Oh-oh really?) Yeah really, Andy Cat, Dizzy Dustin, and
Young Einsten it's
Ugly Duckling
And to make it clear like chlorine (What?) we put the
parts together like
Dr. Frankenstein
[? ]
Until two thousand forteen twenty years to tear it up
You got to get the DJ's doubles up the twelve inch cut

Fresh! (Fresh! ) Mode! (Mode! ) Fresh! (Fresh! ) Mode!
(Mode! )
Put your finger to the fate and make you explode! 
I want to entertain a million and rush into a Brazilian
In a club, a amphitheater, a stadium, or a pavilion
Gimme the mic! I'm as inflatable as helium (Rhythym is
tight! )
Like Big Pun in a medium
I move crowds to attend rap shows
Even those who try to oppose from the back rows
At that junction (What?) I'm unraveling and javeling
That's rapidly traveling to perform at acupuncture
Which shouldn't make my point to the wack crew
Who tries to boo because we don't act like you
Ugly Duckling's one of the last groups
Coming correct so other rappers can't stand us

[Chorus:]
Now if you feel a good vibe in the atmosphere relax
your ear (We're here! )
When the people come flocking from far and near and
start to cheer (We're
Here! )
(I said) If you feel a good vibe in the atmosphere relax
your ear (We're
Here! )
And when the people come flocking from far and near
and start to cheer
(We're here! )
(Oh-oh-oh really?)

[Young Einstein scratches and cuts "We're here! ]
"Oh-oh really? "

[Dizzy Dustin:]
Andy, check this out, yo, you go to your girl's house
and I go to mine
Cause my girl is definately mad cause it took us too



long to do this EP

[Andy Cooper:]
Yo I hear what you saying
So let's just pump the music up, and count our money

[Young Einstein:]
Yo, but check this out
Yo Craig, smooth the base out and just let the beat
keep on rocking

[Andy Cooper:]
And we outta here

[Dizzy Dustin:]
Yo, Einstein what happened to peace?

[Eric B. & Rakim:] Peace!
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